Abstract-This paper presents a Trojan-detection system model based on behavior analysis. Through the abstract description of the Trojan's behavior, according to certain rules to establish a behavior feature database, and combining the heuristic analyzer to further analysis and judge whether the program is the Trojans, then do the appropriate processing at last. The experiments show this method is effective and efficient in real time and light load, and can be used to in practice to monitor the computer system in real time.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet do not only bring great convenience to people, but also bring various security threats, such as computer viruses, hacker attacks, Trojan horses flood and so on., which of the attacks from the Trojan are increasing. It is reported [1] that the new Trojan has explosion of growth in China, 2008, the total number has exceeded 10 million. The modularization and professional of Trojan manufacturing and the internalize in operating the virus are the three major features of the computer virus development in China in 2008.Meanwhile, the Trojan's creator's "profit-driven" still has not changed, the web with horse and hole attack become the main channel for hackers profiting. So we must analyze the working principle technology of Trojans to prevent the Trojan do harm to our computer and network..At present, people take more attention to computer viruses research, but a little to Trojans. Now it is urgent to research how to prevent and detect known and unknown Trojan.
At present, there are two kinds of technologies which can detect Trojan horse: The first, A Trojan horse detection technology based on features [2] . This method can detect the Trojan program by the feature strings of the Trojan appearing in the system, which method has high accuracy rate and low false alarm rate for pre-existing Trojan horse. But it can't be used to detect unknown Trojans. The second: A Trojan horse detection technology based on system call hook [3] . In order to hidden themselves successfully, the programs of Trojan must modify the operating system execution path, or directly modify the operating system information which are stored about the process, drive, network connection. With the system call hook technology the Trojans can attain the regular executable path, and then the system run the predefined functions, to hold up the Trojan. However, this method is difficult to detect the Trojan which directly modifies the core of the system.
In order to overcome these drawbacks of traditional Trojan detection technology, Many researchers began to think about the Trojan detection technology in terms of behavior [4] , which is in according to the behavioral characteristics of Trojan horse programs (such as modify the registry, register system services, modify system files, etc.) to judge whether it is suspicious or not. But comparing with existing anti-Trojan technology, it now just stay in the realm of theory. This paper presents the detection based on behavioral analysis, which can detect and judge the known and unknown Trojan. 
II. THE SYSTEM MODEL DESIGN
The Trojan-detection system model based on behavior analysis is illustrated in Figure 1 . The model is up to the CIDF standard. The system is composed with four modules, which are monitoring object, the database of behavior features, the heuristic analysis and the system response. The module of monitoring object can monitor all the objects which are operated by the system. The behavior database records the Trojan's behavior features, and gives the features a value, in order to judge whether the program is Trojan. The module of heuristic analyzer analyzes the information which is transferred by the database of the behavior features, and gives judgment. The module of system response can deal with the judgment. 
III. MODULE DESIGN

A. The module of monitoring behavior object
Before analysis the Trojan's behavior, the system should summarize and classify the objects of the Trojan operate. This paper lists several common behavior objects, such as the registry, files, ports, processes, system services and so on. There are descriptions about these behavior objects of Trojan. Which are shown in Table 1 . In this strategy, we use the technology of the Windows API HOOK to monitor the behavior objects. The following is the introduction about the technology of Windows API HOOK application in this strategy.
API HOOK refers that before the application call the real system API function, it would do some corresponding and then call the real API function. In essence, The API HOOK Technology changes the execution path of normal procedure. It can intercept or monitor some information about executable code in the execution process, which can change the behavior of the operate system, and also can help designers to understand the structure and operate mechanism of the system, so this technology is widely used in time tracking and modifying system behavior.
The Trojan behavior is comprised of sections of program code. If it will run in the computer system, it must call different API functions. So, we can use Windows API HOOK technology to monitor and intercept the Trojan programs' API. Then take monitoring registry and operating file as example to analyze and block Trojans.
Monitor registry: To achieve the registry monitoring, we must first find the function pointer which will be replaced in the system service dispatch table, then put this pointer forward to our own function, when the program calling the appropriate function pointer, it will execute our own function, so it finishes the system services hooking. Take monitoring the Trojan to write the self-starting item of registry for example. The Trojan want to modify the registry, it will use the "RegCreateKey" function which function prototype is that:
Private Declare Function RegCreateKey Lib" advapi32.dll" Alias"RegCreateKey"(Byralhkey As long,ByvalpSubkey As String,phkResult As long) As long This function has three parameters: The first parameter is pre-defined key value of the root key; the second parameter is the primary key name, which include its path; The third parameter is a long integer pointer,. if the function returns 0, it will save handle of the key. While The "RegCreateKey" call "NtCreateKey" function in the Ntdll.dll, meanwhile, the "NtCreateKey" has set parameter already, it can entry into the kernel state by soft interrupt, and then request the corresponding service. Because that there is a matching function start with Zw corresponds to the system services function in the Ntdll.dll, the system can find the "ZwCreateKey" function through the interrupt service number in the table of the system service dispatch, and then execute this function. Therefore, when we use Hook function, we can put the function pointer in the system dispatch table forward to our own function "MyZwCreateKe", and then the program can execute the "MyZwCreateKey" function first. In this function, we can deal with the preprocessing function, and then execute original "ZwCreateKey" function, or skip this function to execute the following codes.
The operation of monitoring files: we take monitoring the operating of copying file in the system as example, and use "CopyFile" function, which function prototype is that:
Declare Function CopyFile Lib "kernel32" Alias "CopyFileA" (ByVal lpExistingFileName As String, ByVal lpNewFileName As String, ByVal bFailIfExists As Long) As Long This function has three parameters, the first parameter "lpExistingFileName" is source file name; the second parameter "lpNewFileName" is target file name; the third parameter "bFailIfExists" is a long integer pointer, if it is set up true , once the target file has exist, the system call will fail, or the target file name will be modified. Likewise, in order to monitor this file operation, the system should define hook function about copying file, which is "myCopyFile." While using the hook function, we must put the function pointer in the system service dispatch table toward to self-defined function "myCopyFile". At this time, when the program executes the system service dispatch, it can execute function "myCopyFile". In this function, we can deal with the preprocessing function, and then execute original "CopyFile" function, or skip this function to execute the following codes.
Likewise, we can use the same method to deal with the other operations.
B. Behavior feature database
The behavior feature database collects the features of Trojan behavior. In order to describe the behavior of the Trojan, and to make convenient for programmer to analyze, this strategy need to build the behavior feature database, which are consisted of feature vectors
represent a feature vector of a behavior, which can be described as the following parts:
• Abstract description of behavior feature i P modifying self-start item of the registry as example. it can be described as:" i P = modify self-start item of the registry".
• Invoking function i C : The Trojan behavior display different API function call in program, so we can describe the Trojan behavior: i C : =The name of the corresponding API. Take modifying self-start item of the registry as example. Because the Trojan program needs to call "RegCreateKey" function while it modifying the registry, we can describe the API function call as "RegCreateKey".
• Here we also use the modifying self-start item of the registry as a instance. It can be described as（ i P ， i C ，B）.So its complete description in the behavior database is that (modifying self-start item of the registry, "RegCreateKey"， B).About other action, we can draw the same conclusion.
C. The module of the behavior of heuristic analysis
The module analyze the data from the module of monitoring behavior object, which can be realized as follows::firstly, we can calculate the total weight of the suspected behavior according to the data from the module of monitoring behavior object and integrate the weight in the behavior feature database, and then we can compare the total weight with the pre-scheduled threshold, if the weight is greater than the threshold, we can conclude that it is Trojan.
According to the suspicious degree of every index, this strategy gives a weight for every behavior. And add weights of different behavior in this processing, and then compared with the pre-specified threshold. If the right value is larger than the threshold value, we can make the program as Trojan program. The specific formula is as follows: 
Meanwhile, the value of i a give expression to importance degree about the corresponding Trojan feature in the Trojans feature database. n is the number of suspicious behavior which a program's performance in the operation; M is suspicious degree of Trojan program in operation.
The principle of defining the weight coefficient is to make the mean square value of forecast errors the minimum. Here, we use k sample value to predict. Use ( ) y n is the indicate predicted value ofˆ( ) y n , there are 
D. The module of behavior response
For the behavior which are analyzed by heuristic analyzer, the system can give the following response: If the behavior is determined Trojan, the system directly call killing module to delete the program; If the behavior is not determined Trojan, the system pop the warning window., at the same time, this windows can ask the user whether allow, ban, or delete this program; If the behavior is determined normal behavior, the system allow the program run continually
IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In order to verify the performance of this system, this experiment work under Windows XP, and use C++ achieve this program。The experimental data is from the data set DARPA of the U.S. Department of Defense Advanced Intrusion Detection plans. To make things convenient for the experiment, this system randomly selected four sets of data to do this experiment, in which Group 1 includes 10 000 data, which contains 100 abnormal data; Group 2 consists of 20 000 data, which contains 200 abnormal data; Group 3 includes30 000 data, which contains 300 abnormal data; Group 4 consists 40 000 data, which contains 400 abnormal data. Through the experimental results ,which shows that the first group has alarm numbers 78, and the second group has alarm numbers 169, the third Group has alarm number 271, the forth group has alarm number 374.From the analysis result, we can get the detection rate, false alarm rate. The result as Figure 2 . As can be seen from Figure 2 , the system in the detection of Trojan horse have a high detection rate and low false alarm rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the Trojan-detection system model based on behavior analysis in terms of the behavior analysis. This system analyzes profoundly the behavior features of the Trojan, and analyzes the program, which is tested, combining with heuristic analysis, so this system can effectively indentify known and unknown Trojan. This strategy has several advantages.
First, establishing and manage the object is very easy. The text referred to the regular operation of several Trojan objects, such as the registry, file, etc. Because the object of conduct here are independent, so in the future the process can also be gradually add other acts of objects module, which can be easy to manage.
Secondly, establishing the Trojan behavior feature database is rather easier than Trojan feature database. With the Trojan technology development, all kinds of Trojan's signature will be changed at a high speed. Example Trojan deformation, multistate, packers can will cause the Trojan horse program signature changes, so that the Trojan feature changes very rapidly, so summary the Trojan's feature is very troublesome. But the Trojan's behavior in the various operating systems is very similar, even identical, so the behavioral characteristics of Trojans easier to sum up, maintenance, and overhead are relatively small.
Finally, in the processing of analyzing the tested procedures with heuristic analyzer, and system give a weight to behavior, so when analyze the program not only attention one behavior, but also many behaviors. Thus, this method is more accurate than the traditional method.
However, there are many areas need to be improved and strengthened in this strategy. Such as in the processing of heuristic analysis, the question of adjusting weight needs to be improved in order to improve detection accuracy and so on.
